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ANDREA BINDER - ZEHETNER
…after finishing her studies at the Vienna University of
Economics and Business in 1987, Andrea Binder-Zehetner
started her professional career at the Austrian Institute of
Ecology. As a board member, she was responsible for the
financial management. Additionally she contributed to the
area of waste management. In 1992 she founded the
ecological consulting company ÖkoConsult. From 2000 to
September 2002 she supported the implementation of the
European Refugee Fund in Austria. Since September 2002,
Andrea Binder-Zehetner is Director of Local Agenda 21 in
Vienna, responsible for the coordination of district related
agenda processes, knowledge transfer, PR, and international
networking.

EVA GARCIA CHUECA
… is junior researcher at the Centre for Social Studies (CES),
University of Coimbra. She is participating in the project
"ALICE. Strange Mirrors, Unsuspected Lessons: Leading
Europe to a new way of sharing the world experiences",
directed by Boaventura de Sousa Santos. Currently writing a
thesis on the right to the city in the framework of the PhD
programme "Postcolonialisms and Global Citizenship", she
holds a Degree in Law by University of Barcelona and a
Master's Degree in Human Rights and Democratisation by the
European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights and
Democratisation. She began her PhD studies at University of
Barcelona (2010) on Citizenship and Human Rights: Ethics
and Politics, where she undertook research on "Human Rights: Unfulfilled Promise? Towards
a Cosmopolitan notion of Human Rights in light of Boaventura de Sousa Santos' work" and
"The Right to the City. Origin of a Cosmopolitan Human Right". Chueca combines research
at CES with her job as coordinator of the "Committee on Social Inclusion, Participatory
Democracy and Human Rights" of the global organization, United Cities and Local
Governments (UCLG).

IVA ČUKIĆ
… born in Belgrade, Serbia, is graduate architect and a PhD
candidate at the Faculty of Architecture, University of
Belgrade. The areas of her research include public space,
public art, self-organization and urban-cultural discourse. She
often participates in a variety of independent cultural
initiatives. She is a member of INURA (International Network
for Urban Research and Action), Independent Cultural Scene
of Serbia (a joint platform of organisations, initiatives and
individuals in the fields of culture and arts in Serbia) and
works as Art and Program director of Street Gallery, which
idea she initiated and did architectural design. Every year she
maintains the large number of lectures and presentations,
and she participates in several conferencies and workshops in Serbia and abroad. She colaunched one of the first initiatives aimed at fostering citizens’ participation in urban
development, initiating dialogue between citizens, social activists, urban developers,
architects and city officials about development of the city, titled Ministry of Space.

MICHELE GRIGOLO
…is lecturer in Sociology at Nottingham Trent University.
He holds a PhD from the European University Institute
(Florence, Italy) and the European Master’s Degree in
Human Rights and Democratisation. Before moving to
Nottingham, he spent three years as postdoctoral fellow at
the Centre for Social Studies of the University of Coimbra.
Michele Grigolo has researched and published on issues of
human rights cities for more than ten years, focusing in
particular on equality and non-discrimination and how cities
can contribute to the European development of antidiscrimination and human rights policy. He has also
contributed to the Joined-Up Governance of Human Rights
project of the EU Fundamental Rights Agency as well as
the Inclusive Cities Observatory of United Cities and Local
Government. His work has been used by Amnesty International Belgium in order to engage
municipalities in human rights. He is currently co-editing a book on human rights cities
planned for 2015.

BETTINA KÖHLER
... is urban researcher and landscape planner as well as
lecturer at the University of Vienna. She is a member of the
International Network of Urban Research and Action (INURA).
In her research and work, Bettina Köhler focuses on
transformation of city politics, urban social movements, urban
infrastructure as well as urban political economy.

KARIN KÜBLBÖCK
… studied economics in Vienna and Buenos Aires. Since 1996,
Karin Küblböck is researcher at the Austrian Foundation for
Development Research in the department of global economy
and development. She regularly teaches on issues of her
expertise at the Institute of International Development at the
University of Vienna as well as pedagogical universities. Karin
Küblböck leads research and consulting projects for public and
private institutions and designs and leads events on
information, dialogue as well as advanced training. In her
research, Karin Küblböck focuses on natural resources and
development as well as private sector development.

MONIKA MOKRE
... is political scientist and research fellow at the institute of
cultural sciences and theatre history of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences. She is head of the European Institute
for Progressive Cultural Policies (eipcp) and board member
of FOKUS, research society for cultural economic and
cultural political studies. Monika Mokre is lecturer at the
University of Music and Performing Arts as well as the
Webster University Vienna. Her research focuses on
European democracy and publicity, cultural politics, politics
and art, as well as gender studies.

MICHAELA MOSER
... studied theology in Innsbruck, Austria and Nijmengen,
Netherlands as well as Public Relations in Vienna. She sees
her work in the intersection of education, research, public
relations as well as empowerment. 2007 PhD in Philosophy
at the University of Wales, Lampeter with a feminist-ethical
thesis on the topic „A good Life for All. Feminist Ethical
Reflections on Women, Poverty, and the Possibilities of
Creating a Change.” From 2003-2012 head of public
relations of the umbrella organisation of debt advice services
in Austria. Since 2014, she is research fellow at the Ilse Arlt
Institute for social inclusion research and docent at the FH
St. Pölten. Since 1995, Michaela Moser lectures at the MCI
Innsbruck and the University of Innsbruck, Salzburg, Graz, the University of Economics in
Vienna, as well as the University in Winchester (UK). She is active in the poverty conference
and in the European Poverty Network (EAPN). She holds many workshops and
presentations as well as writes articles on issues such as poverty, women poverty, inequality,
distribution, social politics, living standards, as well as social sustainability.

JAN NIESSEN
…studied sociology at the Amsterdam Free University and
was founder and director of the Brussels based Migration
Policy Group, an independent think-tank. His professional
activities include designing and conducting international
comparative research projects, undertaking feasibility
studies and establishing and managing international
expertise networks. He advises public and private sector
organisations on matters related to international migration,
immigrant integration, anti-discrimination and diversity. He
co-authored the EU Handbooks on Integration and created
and managed on behalf of the European Commission the
EU Website on Integration and the EU Immigration Portal.
He created and co-authored the Migrant Integration Policy
Index (MIPEX), is member of the Editorial Board of the European Journal of Migration and
Law, was founding member of European Anti-discrimination Law Review and co-editor of the
book series on immigration and asylum law and policy in Europe.

HANNES TRETTER
… is Associate Professor for Fundamental and Human Rights
Law at the Department of Constitutional and Administrative
Law at the University of Vienna, one of the Deputy Directors
of the recently established inter-disciplinary Research Centre
Human Rights at the University of Vienna, Co-Director of the
Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Human Rights (BIM), Director
of the Straniak Academy for Democracy and Human Rights,
and board member of the Austrian League for Human Rights.
The focus areas of his research, teaching, project, and expert
activities lie in fundamental and human rights, public law,
European and international law. Moreover, he is head of
various EU “Twinning” projects regarding democracy, rule of
law, and human rights.

ELKE RAUTH
...is vice chairlady of dérive – association for urban research,
member of the editor’s team of dérive – magazine for urban
research as well as chief editor of radio derive. She is head
and co-curator of urbanize! International festival fur urban
exploration Vienna. She is member of the International
Network for Urban Research and Action (INURA), editorial
board member of EUROZINE, a platform for European
cultural magazines, as well as board member of ORTE, an
architecture network in Lower Austria. Elke Rauth studied
public relations and communications science, political
science, film and media science and holds a PhD in cultural
management. She volunteers national and international
cultural projects since 1991. (www.derive.at / www.urbanize.at)

CHRISTOPH

REINPRECHT
... is professor as well as head of the department for
sociology at the University of Vienna, head of the ULG
European Studies, speaker of the research platform
„Migration and Integration Research“ and of “Migration and
Citizenship” at the Faculty of social sciences. He is publisher
of the series “Sociologica”. From 2000-2009, Christoph
Reinprecht was mentor of the programme for advancement of
women of the University of Vienna. His research focuses on
migration, social structure, theories and methodology
participatory intervention research. Christoph Reinprecht is
member of many organizations, such as the European
Network of Housing Research and the research platform
Human Rights in the European Context .

HANS SAKKERS
…is a sociologist specializing in planning and futurology,
working for the municipality of Utrecht as head of the
Department for Strategy and International Relations. One of his
main responsibilities is the cooperation with other European
cities, developing networks and projects in the field of urban
and social innovation. His most recent project deals with
searching for ways to translate the international legal human
rights discourse into a local human rights culture, and rethinking
the role of cities in the process of globalization.

GABRIELE TATZBERGER
... works at the Vienna Business Agency since 2008 and is
head of the department Mingo Start-up. Since 2010, she is
also director of the Vienna Region GesmbH. Her professional
career began in 1999, where she worked in a private
research and consulting firm (also board member since
2003.) Gabriele Tatzberger studied spatial planning at the
University of Technology. She holds a PhD from the Delft
University of Technology, Netherlands.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
„VIENNA – HUMAN RIGHTS CITY“,
PLEASE VISIT:

www.menschenrechtsstadt.wien.at

